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GLENN WARGO, Teacher in the Domatory 
                                         By Bonnie B. Witzgall 

 
Many AAI members go through painstaking procedures to offer the best astro-
nomical experience to our visiting public. Dedicated AAI members teach people 
skills, telescope operations, and scientific data to eager members. Every Sep-
tember through December, our Qualified Observer candidates take a crash- 
course in astronomy and telescope handling. After graduation, these members 
practice their book learning and hand-on-skills each week within teams of Quali-
fied Observers. They are AAI’s Ambassadors to the Stars who bring both the sky 
and a human touch to each new visitor that comes to Sperry Observatory.    
 
It is my sad duty to inform you that AAI lost one its very best teachers of our Qual-
ified Observers. AAI member Glenn Wargo passed away on December 7, 2017 
and we are saddened. Many of you may not be aware of the important role filled 
by Glenn’s big heart and big purple bag. He would schedule dome training sever-
al nights a week and usually after the weekly QO classroom lesson. To aid in his 
dome training, Glenn would always haul around a big purple and white canvas 
bag. This bag contained planetspheres, books, sky maps, warm clothes, and a list 
of sky objects visible that evening. It was his job to teach the opening procedures 
of both domes at Sperry and give hands-on training of both the 10” and 24” tele-
scopes. He always tried to provide the necessary tools and supplies needed to 
explain the arduous techniques of telescope handling. Glenn also provided a pa-
tient and forgiving attitude with both novice observers and the public. He was so 
tolerant with their mishaps and endless questions about astronomy.   
 
He was a soft-spoken teacher and patient soul. Yet, hidden under all that quiet 
conduct, Glenn harbored a Secret Identity. Glenn was also a truly painful punster.  
His mind was so quick to create an instant joke, one-liner, or double meaning.  
People would smile and groan simultaneously after hearing one of Glenn’s re-
sourceful witticisms. Members looked forward to his weekly email of dome-train-
ing schedules because he would begin it with an astronomical joke or funny say-
ing. During wintertime, Glenn would only wear red earmuffs. They had to be red 
because the red color signified a Doppler Shift moving away from the observer.  
He wanted to make sure people in the domes knew he was backing away. He 
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insisted on using a red-light flash light hung on a lanyard around his neck. Glenn never wanted to put a flash-
light down vertically on a table lightbulb side down. There would be no way to see if the light was on or off, thus 
imprisoning the photons.     
 
As part of teaching our Qualified Observers, Glenn had perfected a routine to safeguard the domes and the 
building at closing time. Systematically, he would go around and make sure to lock all inside doors, shut all 
electrical systems, put all instruments into their storage positions, and secure all front doors. Glenn’s eyes 
were as sharp and precise as his wit when it involved closing down the observatory for the night.   
 
Outside of Sperry Observatory, Glenn had the demanding job of taking care of his elderly parents. His loyalty 
and devotion to them was steadfast, which carried over to his AAI family. He told us stories about how he pro-
vided a Midnight Escort Service for their frequent trips to the bathroom. Glenn always approached his toughest 
tasks with commitment and without complaint. He was always at Sperry to teach during the clear and coldest 
nights by instilling warmth and humor to everyone within earshot.    
 
When Glenn realized that his time on Earth was growing short, he contacted AAI Club President, Mary Ducca.  
He was concerned about returning his observatory keys, as his use for them would soon end. Someway, 
somehow, through much adversity, Glenn always managed to try to provide for his AAI family. In one of his 
emailed messages, he talked about his time in hospice. Although the staff was kind, it was difficult for him to 
find a less painful resting position. Because of that, Glenn reported he was “far from feeling like a Mighty Mor-
phine Power Ranger.”   
 
The rigors and discipline of learning something ‘scientific’ will scare some people away. Glenn taught countless 
people about the night sky and the operations of AAI’s telescopes. He also taught people how to approach a 
tough scientific subject or a demanding mission with a wink of the eye and a smile from an inside joke. For all 
his unselfish efforts, AAI dedicated the Observer’s Desk in the 24” dome to Glenn Wargo. This is where mem-
bers and guests will remember him, always there to lend a hand and a welcome handshake. In another one of 
Glenn’s emails, he explained, “that my life and its enjoyment have been enriched MORE by the wonderful peo-
ple of AAI and UCC than anything I might have contributed to you in return.”  He left no dome unturned and for 
that, AAI is grateful.   
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

The following lists were outrageously conceived by Glenn Wargo and QO   
during a chilly, misty and foggy Friday night at Sperry Observatory: 
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GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING            MARCH 16, 2018 
 
ROY SMITH THEATER - UCC CAMPUS       8:00 p.m. 
 
 
  
 

Supermassive 

Black Holes and  

Their Galaxies 

Dr. Jenny Greene 

Princeton University         
Science Institute   

The relationship between the mass of the 
central black hole in a galaxy and the devel-
opment of the galaxy itself is not yet fully 
understood. Studies of central black hole 
mass and the centers of low-mass galaxies 
have not yet shown any correlation.  
  

PLEASE JOIN US!!! 

 

New Members
 

Amateur Astronomers, Inc. welcomes the following new members to our club since NOV 2017: 

 
Pamela Orbach   Zoltan G. Levay    Adam Broussard   Donna Harris,  

Peter Francis   Joshua Pepper    Daniel Birkman   Ron Victor  

Marc Wilkenfeld  Jan Krakora    Roberto Birkman  Suzanne Victor 

Bonnie Wilkenfeld  Constantinos Sandoukas  Puneet Gupta   Mia Rossetti 

                   
We hope you enjoy using Sperry Observatory and all the opportunities available to you as a mem-
ber such as seminars, lectures, training, observing, and research. Our Qualified Observer course 
is a great place to start. It is equivalent to a college-level introduction to Astronomy, and it in-
cludes hands-on training on our 24-inch reflecting telescope. For this and other opportunities, 
check the Club Activities section of the website. 
 

Again, welcome to AAI!     Irene Greenstein, Membership Chair 

 

Save the Date! Astronomy Day is Saturday, May 5, 2018 

Astronomy Day is Saturday, May 5, 2018. The Theme is "The Three planets of the Summer". 
It will be held at Trailside Nature & Science Center from 1:00 - 4:00 pm and in the evening.at… 
Sperry Observatory from 7:30 - 10:30 pm. Activities at Trailside include activities for children, a 
solar system walk, meteorites presentation, solar system observing and a Mars activity. Events.. 
in the evening at Sperry Observatory include presentations about the 3 planets and observing…. 
through AAI's two large telescopes.  We also encourage members to bring their own telescopes. 
and binoculars for observing with the public around the sundial. Anyone who would like to volun-
teer to help out, please contact president@asterism.org.……………………………………............. 

 

  ……………………………………………….                                                                  c . 

 

mailto:president@asterism.org.……………………………………
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The kickoff event for the Library Telescope Program at Fanwood Memorial Library took place in June 2017.  
Library Director Dan Weiss is pictured at center.

 

AAI Helps Bring the Library Telescope Program to New Jersey   

By Wayne Zuhl 
 

Several years ago, I read an article in Sky & Telescope magazine about a program that was started 
by a group of Amateurs in New Hampshire (NHAS) to donate user-friendly telescopes to local librar-
ies that could be circulated just like a book.  
  
Inspired by the idea, I first mentioned it to members of the Fanwood-Scotch Plains Rotary Club, 
where I’m a member; they now refer to themselves the Greatest Rotary Club in the Universe. They 
were intrigued by the idea and pledged the funds to provide the equipment as long as I could get 
support from AAI to help with the project. So at the November 2016 meeting I spoke briefly about the 
project and had positive responses from several members interested in helping to make the modifica-
tions and assist with training and ongoing maintenance. 
  
With the money and manpower at hand, I met with the Library Directors in Fanwood and in Scotch 
Plains. They were thrilled to participate and very enthusiastic about the program.  So now, it was time 
to buy the equipment and get to work. 
 
In order for the telescopes to be “tamper proof” and user-friendly, several modifications needed to be 
made to each scope. The telescope is an Orion Starblast 4.5. It’s a 4.5” f/4 Newtonian on a tabletop 
Dobsonian Mount.  We ordered Celestron 8-24mm Zoom Eyepieces, water jugs, Velcro, Storage 
bins, battery boxes, and the many other items that were needed.  In total, each instrument, fully modi-
fied costs a little over $400.   
 

http://www.skyandtelescope.com/observing/stargazers-corner/library-telescope-program-update/
http://www.nhastro.com/ltp.php
https://www.fsprotary.org/
http://www.fanwoodlibrary.org/
http://www.scotlib.org/telescope-lending-policy/
http://www.scotlib.org/telescope-lending-policy/
https://www.telescope.com/catalog/product.jsp?productId=102010&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIn77tq53s2AIVCYrICh1Aow15EAAYASAAEgL8Q_D_BwE
https://www.amazon.com/Celestron-93230-24mm-1-25-Eyepiece/dp/B0007UQNV8/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1516646776&sr=8-1&keywords=celestron+zoom+eyepiece+8-24mm
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Thankfully, Jim Nordhausen was extremely generous with his time and his machining skills. Jim and I 
met at Sperry one Saturday about a year ago and began the modifications to get the scopes ready. 
While Jim went to his shop to turn the plastic water jugs (they cover the collimation knobs, making 
them tamper proof), I began the modification to stiffen up the focuser travel. In the first day we had 
many of the modifications ready, and over the next several weeks, Jim was able to make many more 
of the mods at his shop. This made the process MUCH easier and many of the modifications are bet-
ter engineered than the ones designed by NHAS. 
   
Once the telescopes are 
given to the library, we 
train the staff on their 
basic use and cleaning. 
Approximately every 6 
months, we go back to 
clean the optics (if 
needed) and make any 
minor adjustments or 
repairs.  So far, we’ve 
only had one minor re-
pair issue regarding the 
battery connection on 
the red dot finder. 
 
In June of 2017, once 
the two scopes were 
completed, a formal  
presentation was made  
to the first two libraries  
at a meeting of the Fanwood-Scotch Plains Rotary. Both library directors were present as was AAI 
Vice President Aaron Zuckerman. 
 
Since then the Clark Kiwanis paid for a telescope to be donated to the Clark Library; that scope was 
formally donated to the Library in December of 2017 and will be available for patrons to borrow in late 
February or early March. 
 
The Fanwood Memorial Library held a kickoff event in June for the “launch” of the telescope. There 
were more than 50 people in attendance and they had to hold a lottery to determine who would be 
able to borrow the telescope first. The Scotch Plains Library did an informal launch, but it’s been a 
huge hit with a long waiting list to borrow the scope. The Clark Library will be formally kicking off the 
scope with a viewing night in early Spring, after which patrons will be able to borrow the scope.  
We have interest from the Cranford, Westfield and Kenilworth Libraries and once funding is secured, 
the equipment will be purchased and modifications can begin. I’ve been working on getting funding 
through some of my networking connections. I’ll be reaching out to the Friends of the Library in Cran-
ford and to the Westfield and Kenilworth Rotary Clubs to hopefully obtain funding for these instru-
ments. If all goes well, we could have the first six telescopes in place before the summer.   
 
If you have any questions or would be interested in helping with the modifications, training library staff 
or helping with maintaining the telescopes, please contact me at wayne.zuhl@gmail.com  

Pictured above are two telescopes that were presented to the         
Fanwood Memorial Library and the Scotch Plains Library. 

 
 
  
 

https://www.facebook.com/clarkkiwanis/
mailto:wayne.zuhl@gmail.com
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Hello AAI members. Welcome to another issue of the Asterism! It's good to have our newsletter back 
in circulation. It's our opportunity to provide AAI news, interesting articles and general information 
about AAI. Thank you Kathy Kawalec for handling and editing the newsletter.  

First, I want to pay tribute to AAI member Glenn Wargo who passed away back in December. Glenn 
was such an integral part of AAI, coming most Friday nights to help operate the telescopes for the 
public. He also assisted Al Witzgall with training AAI members on how to operate the telescopes. He 
really loved AAI and was so grateful for all that it afforded him. I would say that AAI is very grateful to 
Glenn for all that he did for the club, the members, and the public. Next time you look up in the night 
sky and see stars, think of Glenn. 

Next, I would like to talk about upcoming plans that we have and an event that has been scheduled. 
We are planning to have a new course, the 'QO Advanced Course', planned for the spring. This 
course will be an extension of the QO course to provide training in such skills as learning astropho-
tography, doing research, and getting educated in spectroscopy. At the moment there are about 10-
12 classes being designed. You are not required to attend all of them but some might be required to 
take to prepare for other classes. This is a great opportunity for members to acquire additional skills 
and knowledge of telescopes and astronomy. I hope many of you will take advantage of these clas-
ses. More information will be sent out to the general membership once classes have been firmed up. 

I am also excited about our plans for our annual Astronomy Day to be held on Saturday, May 5. As in 
past years this will be a split event. There will be children's activities at Trailside Nature & Science 
Center in the afternoon from 1:00 - 4:00 pm and presentations and observing at Sperry Observatory 
from 7:30 - 10:30 pm. Our theme this year is "The Three Planets of the Summer". Mars, Jupiter, and 
Saturn will be at opposition this year during the latter part of the spring and in the summer. There 
have been several volunteers helping with the planning of Astronomy Day for which I am very grate-
ful. We have some great ideas and plans to engage children to learn about meteorites, the size of our 
solar system, and how Mars lost its atmosphere. In addition, for all ages, we are going to convey how 
opposition of the planets works plus other activities. If you would like to volunteer to help out on As-
tronomy Day we can use you. Even if you can only stay for an hour, we will be happy to have you. 
Please consider helping out. If you want to volunteer please contact me at president@asterism.org . 

There has been a resurgence of members volunteering to help out with giving presentations at youth 
groups and outreach programs. We can always use more as we have several groups scheduled in 
February and March with more in April and May. This is an area where even helping out just one 
evening with a presentation is welcomed. We can teach you and provide the materials needed for 
presentations. If you are not comfortable with giving presentations we can also use volunteers to help 
guide the youth into the domes. You can volunteer for as little as one Friday evening or several Friday 
evenings. If you are interested in volunteering for these groups please contact our new youth coordi-
nator, Mike Gironda. 

 

Letter From The President 

Mary Ducca 

mailto:president@asterism.org
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And don't forget the Malpas Observatory up at Jenny Jump State Forest, a dark sky area in NJ which 
is open to the public on Saturday evenings. This is AAI's observatory at the United Astronomy Clubs 
of New Jersey (UACNJ). Finally, we continue our monthly meetings with very interesting speakers for 
the rest of this season, observing on Friday evenings with the public and our weekly Friday nights at 
Sperry presentations by AAI members. So join us on Fridays and consider volunteering for our events 
and programs. It's a great way to meet other members, make friends and help to contribute to the 
overall success of AAI. 

Keep looking up and wishing you clear skies! 

Mary Ducca 

President, AAI 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Member’s Handbook
 

If you have not already read it, take a look at AAI’s Members’ Handbook. It can be found on AAI’s 
website at www.asterism.org. On the Home Page click on About Us and scroll down to Members 
Handbook. It has a lot of detailed information about our committees. If you have an interest in help-
ing out with any of the committees, please contact the committee chair. We are always looking for 
volunteers to be a part of these committees. You can find the committee chairpersons on the web-
site. On the Home Page click on About Us and scroll down to AAI People. Then click on the commit-
tee you are interested in and you will be able to contact that committee chair. This is another way to 
meet members of AAI and make new friends!     

 

http://www.asterism.org/
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This is a column that I wish I did not have to 

write. But it must be done. Over my time at AAI (I 
joined the club in the mid 1990s), I have met many of 
the great names of the organization. There was Dr. 
Lew Thomas, a physics instructor who also authored 
college level textbooks on celestial mechanics. Then 
there was Roger W. Tuthill, who owned a telescope 
store in Mountainside, invented modern eclipse tour-
ism, and was the inventor of Solar Skreen, the first 
easily available safe solar filter material. Another was 
Hank Adams, a pioneer in the field of amateur as-
troimaging who had an amazing ability to obtain im-
ages of dim objects, such as the 17th magnitude 
dwarf planet Eris, from his observatory where the 
limiting magnitude for the unaided eye was about 3.  
Of course, one cannot forget George Chaplenko, a 
man who overcame great hardships (the Ukranian 
famine inflicted by Stalin and later, years spent in a 
Nazi slave labor camp) to become an inventor, tele-
scope expert, and who helped AAI during a dark time 
in its history. 

 
Other greats include Clif Ashcraft, the last 

surviving member of the team that built the 10-inch 
refractor, a fine astroimager (his specialty is the 
Moon and planets), and an accomplished researcher 
(his work in speckle interferometry has amazed pro-
fessional astronomers in that field), Helder Jacinto 
and Tolga Guyumsayak, who have created impres-
sive images of deep sky objects, Al Witzgall, who is 
probably AAI's best presenter and has an immense 
knowledge of optics, as well as history of space sci-
ence, and is one of the pillars of AAI, operating the 
QO (Qualified Observer) program. And let's not for-
get Jim Nordhausen, head of the technical commit-
tee who managed to pull off a feat long thought im-
possible – setting up the 24-inch reflector for go-to 
operation. 

 
While the greats I have mentioned in the sec-

ond paragraph are still around today, continuing their 
great achievements, the ones in the first paragraph 
are no longer with us. Sadly, I must add another 
great to that list – Glenn Wargo, who passed away 
on December 7th (a date that lives in infamy for more 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
than one reason – one historical, the other pertaining 
to AAI), 2017 after a bout with cancer. 

 
Glenn Wargo 
Glenn was not an astroimager, nor was he a 

whiz at physics or advanced mathematics. He was 
not a telescope maker, nor did he exhibit exceptional 
skill at technology. But he was still a great member 
of AAI. The rest of this column will attempt to pay 
him tribute. 

 
The area where Glenn excelled was his devo-

tion to AAI. For more than a decade, he was very 
actively involved in QO training, helping Al Witzgall 
with all aspects of the program (Al frequently referred 
to Glenn as his “executive officer”, an obvious “Star 
Trek” reference, and a high compliment). He was 
also very active in the practical training aspects of 
the program as well, scheduling frequent practice 
sessions in the dome of the 24-inch reflector. 

 
Glenn’s involvement with the telescopes did 

not end there. He was practically a fixture in the 
dome of the 10-inch refractor on Friday nights. That 
is where I got to know Glenn. He was always eager 
to find objects to show to the public and had a note-
book describing many potential targets (the notebook 
is still in the dome to this day). Glenn also had a 
metal box containing index cards of various deep sky 
objects and even featured pictures of them as they 
would appear in a telescope. Unfortunately, nobody 
is sure what became of the box and its contents. 

 
Sucker Holes 
One of Glenn's character traits was his opti-

mism. Sometimes he was so optimistic about observ-
ing on Friday nights, he would make the effort when 
most people would concede that the night was a lost 
cause. 

 
For the benefit of novices to amateur astron-

omy, a “sucker hole” is a thin spot or hole in an over-
cast or nearly overcast sky. The term comes from the 
fact that some amateurs would be fooled into think- 
ing the sky would be clearing up, when it would al-
most always mean that it was simply a hole in the 

Stewart’s Skybox                                  by Stewart Meyers 
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cloud layer and would soon seal up. Glenn would 
very often fall for those and try to line up the tele-
scope to observe some object when the sky cleared 
(which it almost never did). But that would never 
dampen his enthusiasm. 

 
Glenn was also a staunch believer in the use 

of setting circles to find objects, even ones that could 
more easily be found using the finder scope.  I would 
frequently point out that I could eyeball M57 (The 
Ring Nebula in Lyra) faster than he could use the 
setting circles to find it, but most of the time he would 
insist on using the coordinates. 

 
Cosmic Comedian 
Another of Glenn's defining traits was his use 

of humor in the service of astronomy. He would usu-
ally close one of his observing sessions with “I've 
had about as much fun as I can stand”, practically a 
catchphrase. Then there were his nicknames for 
various items in the 10-inch dome. The cover that 
went over the objective lens was referred to as the 
“powder puff” (a reference to the old-fashioned make 
up applicator). The large power switch in the dome 
was known as the “Frankenstein switch”, an allusion 
to a prop that prominently appeared in the classic 
“Frankenstein” movies, as well as the Mel Brooks 
parody “Young Frankenstein”. The device to help 
move the telescope when it was beyond the reach of 
an observer's arms was known simply as “the hook”. 

 
And his humor was not limited to the dome.  

Glenn would send an E-mail to all the QO and SQO 
(Senior Qualified Observer) members of the club. In 
addition to reminding people which team was on duty 
that week, he would announce practice sessions and 
other news relating to the QO program. But he would 
also include some extra features as well. 

 
One was “Ask a Dome Question”. Glenn 

would include a question and give a humorous an-
swer. He would also add some footnotes to impart 
some actual knowledge along with the humor.  Here 
are some examples: 

 
Ask a Dome Question, Get a Dome Answer 
 Q. How is it possible for the Moon to become Su-
permoon [4] when it's practically impossible to find a 
phone booth nowadays? 
A. You can put your mind at rest.  Lynda Carter, as 
Wonder Woman in the late 1970's, demonstrated 
that a superhero transformation can be accom-

plished through rotation.  Although the Moon is gravi-
tationally locked to the Earth, always showing us the 
same side, it is constantly rotating, about once a 
month, with respect to the Sun [5] and distant galax-
ies. 
 
[4] A 'Supermoon' is a Full Moon that occurs when 
the Moon is at perigee, the point of its elliptical orbit 
that is closest to Earth. This makes it noticeably big-
ger and brighter than other Full Moons. But the dif-
ference isn't much, compared to using binoculars or 
a telescope. 
 
[5] The side facing away from Earth used to be 
called the Dark Side, because it was unobservable 
before we had spacecraft. It's better to call it the Far 
Side, as it gets just as much sunlight as the Near 
Side. Only the bottoms of a few polar craters stay 
dark and are capable of holding ice. 
 
Ask a Dome Question, Get a Dome Answer 
Q. Why is so much of the Milky Way covered by 
dust? [2] 
 
A. Nature abhors a vacuum. And where would you 
empty the bag? 
 
[2] The Big Bang created only hydrogen and helium, 
maybe a little lithium. All the heavier elements, which 
astronomers call 'metals', were cooked up inside 
stars, especially by supernovas. The resulting dust 
enabled the formation of chemically complex Popula-
tion I stars and solar systems, like our own. Early 
Population II systems probably couldn't support life.  
The numbers seem backwards, I know. We first stud-
ied systems like our Sun, so they got dibs on the first 
number. 
 
Ask a Dome Question, Get a Dome Answer 
Q. Planets like Jupiter and Saturn have lots of 
moons. How come we're stuck with only one? [2] 
 
A. Well, it's a nice big one. And probably all we really 
need. 
 
[2] Current best thinking is that the early Earth collid-
ed with proto-planet Thea, splashing out a mix of 
surface material from both orbs before they merged 
to become our current planet. 
 
Material that didn't fall back formed a ring, then coa-
lesced into a nearby Moon. Gravitational attraction 
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between the Moon and Earth's tidal bulge transferred 
energy over billions of years, gradually slowing 
Earth's rotation and dragging the Moon into a higher 
orbit. 

 
Another fun feature of those E-mails were the 

Astrological Notes. These humorous horoscope par-
odies were usually accurate, used non-Zodiac con-
stellations along with the usual suspects, and even 
took the outer planets and asteroids into account.  
They also appeared in the Space Between the Lines 
blog (http://spacebetweenthelinez.wordpress.com) 
during its early days – with Glenn's permission, of 
course.  Some examples of these comic gems are: 
 
Astrological Notes 
Migration:  With Neptune going into opposition on 
8/31, it's just about time to "Get the [heck] off the 
beach!!!", as the Governor (former governor Chris 
Christie) would say, almost. 
 
Sports:  With asteroid 9 Metis breezing through op-
position in September (9/05), fans at Citi Field should 
see postseason action. 
 
Weather:  Mercury was at greatest elongation (27 
deg. east of the Sun) on 8/30.  Expect temperatures 
to cool as we move through September. 
 
Romance:  With Venus stationary on 9/05, stick with 
your sweetheart, no matter what. Do not pass GO.  
Do not consult Ashley Madison. 
 
Astrological Notes 
Perseus The Hero is rising as Libra The Scales sets.  
For the next few weeks, polled voters will be more 
into finding a champion than seeking a balance. 
 
With Mars over Venus on 8/29 political candidates 
will speak of making war, not love.  As Jupiter and 
Saturn cede the night sky to Neptune and Uranus, 
the giant gas companies will not be a major issue. 
 
Astrological Notes 
With Uranus stationary on 7/26, you're likely to 
spend most of the week on the sofa.  Make sure you 
have good batteries in the remote. 
 
The Southern Delta Aquarid meteor shower peaks 
on 7/30.  This will be an auspicious time to spread 
fresh pebbles on the bottom of your fish tank. 
 

Glenn also came up with amusing ideas 
about what the letters (A-E) identifying the observing 
teams stood for. Here is the list: 

 
A for "Aay!  It's Raining!" 
B for “Becoming Cloudy” 
C for Cloudy 
D for Drizzle 
E for "Ew, it's raining!" 
 
The Decline 

While Glenn's devotion and loyalty to AAI and as-
tronomy was beyond doubt, his health and luck failed 
him in recent years. His elderly parents began to 
require his attention.  As a result, his appearances at 
the club became less frequent and his E-mails also 
became rare. In the few months before his passing, 
he looked rather gaunt. Most people (myself includ-
ed) thought this was due to the strain and exhaustion 
of tending two elderly people, a natural and under-
standable assumption. Little did we expect there was 
something more. 

 
Nobody realized the true extent of what was 

happening until we got word that he had checked 
into a hospice. Then it was clear that this was the 
end. It was also clear to Glenn as well. However, 
Glenn approached his final crisis with the same wit 
that he displayed so many times in his E-mail an-
nouncements and at the club. 

 
In what was his final message, he comment-

ed that the conditions at the hospice were as good 
as could be expected. Glenn also added that the 
doctors were adjusting his pain medications and that 
he did not expect to become a “mighty morphine 
power ranger” (actual quote).  It is a rare person who 
can find something to make fun of in such a dire sit-
uation. 

 
His passing was honored at AAI. In the 24-

inch dome, there is a plaque honoring Glenn for his 
many contributions to the club adorning the observ-
ing desk. And in the 10-inch dome, as I mentioned 
earlier, there is his notebook about observing tar-
gets. 

 

AAI will definitely miss Glenn. The QO/SQO pro-
gram will miss him.  And I miss him. 
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In mid-July 2017, my husband Al and I were at William Miller Sperry Observatory busily preparing for the up-
coming August 2017 Great American Total Solar Eclipse.  We took advantage of a warm clear summer day to 
set up our refractors behind AAI’s headquarters on Union County College campus.  We thought no one would 
see us or interrupt us as we primed for the Big Event.  
 
We set our scopes squarely on the concrete walkway that surrounds the back of the observatory. Taking prac-
tice photos of Earth’s nearest star was crucial preparation for next month’s big experience. Was the aperture 
correct?  Was the view screen of the digital camera big enough to catch the coronal streamers?  Could we 
change exposure times fast enough during the 2-minute and odd seconds of Totality? Timing and planning our 
priorities was everything because during the actual event, there would be no do-overs.  As witnesses to one of 
Nature’s special procedures, we both had to be ready at the proper time and point. During an eclipse, partici-
pants have only one shot to perform all their detailed recordings and time-honored activities.  
 
We concentrated so much on our astronomical groundwork and solar photography; we barely looked at our 
usual terrestrial surroundings. There was the great acreage of mowed grass behind the Observatory. Around 
the perimeter of the green lawn are the wooded areas and a brook that empties into a catch basin and lake to 
the right. Beyond that is the Main UCC Campus and private houses of an established suburban neighborhood.  
It was hot, humid and lazy Sunday afternoon and we could not allow a typical Jersey Summer's day to stop us 
from practicing our timely duties. To our surprise, this hot afternoon was anything but typical.     
 
All of a sudden, my husband Al says in a hoarse whisper, “Hey, look over there!”  We both stood like astound-
ed statues and watched an 8-inch long turtle pushing dirt over a small mound with her rear webbed feet. The 
yellow, green and black stripes in her neck and red spot where the ear would be indicated she was a 
Red-Eared Slider Turtle. There is about a ten-inch space of bare earth between the back wall of the Observa-
tory and the concrete sidewalk. This is where she was diligently piling soft dirt into a mound. She did not look 
around, barely noticed the two humans and did not stop in her duty to build this tiny earthen dune. Unlike hu-
mans, turtles don’t rehearse for great events. Wild animal instincts just allow them to do their responsibilities 
minus all the drama and noise afforded to people. Therefore, we concluded that this creature moved up from 
the lake when we were looking through our telescopes and laid her eggs next to the building all without detec-
tion. Her next step was then to bury her clutch regardless of who was witnessing this time-honored activity.  
  
We continued to stand motionless and watch as this turtle finished her last scoop of dirt and then head for the 
lake. Al and I slowly walked about five feet away from her left side, paralleling her journey.  We volunteered as 
escorts and constantly scanned for stray dogs or ignorant humans, but there were no other lifeforms in the 
area. In turtle time, the trip from the building to the lake took about ten minutes. I’m sure that she was aware of 
our presence, but never stopped her slow trek through the grass. Once she reached the lake’s muddy em-
bankment, she hastened her stride and waddled down into the dark water.  The last we saw of her was a tiny 
bead of her nose barely skimming the surface as she paddled back into her wet home. 
 
Quickly, we ran back to the building and without touching it, knelt down to study the small mound of dirt.  Later 
on we researched the habits of this egg-laying reptile. It seems that Red-Eared Sliders’ eggs begin hatching 
after about 50 days, though some may take as much as two more weeks to develop. The exact duration of 
incubation varies with the soil temperature. Now each time we stop at the Observatory in the daytime, we have 
a habit of visiting that little nest of eggs. Over the months, we never witnessed any activity or clues to a dis-
turbance in that mound, but we know its special impact. We felt so privileged to have seen two splendid occur-
rences that summer.  Al and I got to see the Great American Total Solar Eclipse and the making of the Next 
Generation at Sperry Observatory.  

 

The NEXT GEN at SPERRY OBSERVATORY 
                                         By Bonnie B. Witzgall 
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EMAIL CONTACTS 
 

president@asterism.org 
President of AAI 

 

editor@asterism.org 
Editor of The Asterism 

Kathy Wydner Kawalec, Editor 
 

Deadline for submissions to the newsletter 
is ~ two weeks prior to its next publication. 

 

membership@asterism.org 
AAI Membership Chair 

 

trustees@asterism.org 
All three Trustees of AAI 

 

 

exec@asterism.org 
Executive Committee plus  

Trustees 
 

QOs@asterism.org 
All Qualified Observers 

 

info@asterism.org 
AAI president, corresponding secretary, 

and computer services chair 
 

research@asterism.org 
Research Committee 

 

technical@asterism.org 
Technical Committee 

 

 
 

MEMBERSHIP DUES 
 

Regular Membership: $25 
Sustaining Membership: $40 
Sponsoring Membership: $55 
Family (12 Years Old and Up):   $10 
Youth (Under 12 Years of Age): $5 

 

Sky & Telescope:                 $32.95 
Astronomy subscription: $34 
 
(Subscription renewals to Sky & Telescope  
and Astronomy can be done directly by AAI 
members. See “Membership-Dues” on 
website for details.) 

 

AAI Dues can be paid in person to our 
Membership Chair, or by mail to:  AAI, 
PO Box 111, Garwood, NJ 07027-0111 

 

DOME DUTY 
 

Mar     16 Team E 
Mar     23 Team A 
Mar     30 Team B 
Apr       6 Team C 
Apr     13 Team D 
Apr     20 Team E 
Apr     27                    Team A 
 

FRIDAYS AT SPERRY 
 

April 6, 2018 
What’s Up? A Down to Earth 
Sky Guide  Kathy Vaccari  
 
April 13, 2018 
The Spectroscope: The 
Swiss Army Knife of Science 
Al Witzgall  
 

April 27, 2018 
When Telescopes Point at Us - 

Spy Satellites Tony Sharfman 
 

All schedules above were accurate at 
time of publication. Please check 

www.asterism.org for latest information 
(click on "Club Activities") 

 













General Membership Meetings 
are held the third Friday of each 

month from September to May.         
 

On April 20, 2018,  

Dr. Nathaniel Frissell of NJIT, 

will present 

HamSci and the  

2017 Total Solar Eclipse 

  

 

 PLEASE JOIN US! 
MEMBER ONLY STAR PARTIES 

ARE HELD AT 

JENNY JUMP STATE PARK 

HOPE, NJ 

SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR 

mailto:president@asterism.org
../../../../Joe/Documents/AAI/Users/RAS/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Local%20Settings/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/5YGQ5H81/editor@asterism.org
../../../../Joe/Documents/AAI/Users/RAS/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Local%20Settings/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/5YGQ5H81/membership@asterism.org
../../../../Joe/Documents/AAI/Users/RAS/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Local%20Settings/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/5YGQ5H81/trustees@asterism.org
../../../../Joe/Documents/AAI/Users/RAS/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Local%20Settings/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/5YGQ5H81/exec@asterism.org
mailto:QOs@asterism.org
mailto:info@asterism.org
mailto:research@asterism.org
mailto:technical@asterism.org
../../../../Joe/Documents/AAI/Users/RAS/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Local%20Settings/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/5YGQ5H81/www.asterism.org
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TTThhheee   SSSUUUPPPEEERRRMMMOOOOOONNN      aaannnddd   BBBeeeyyyooonnnddd   ………    

The photos featured below in this issue were taken by Clif Ashcroft. 





 
 

 

 

  

Above:  The left image was taken very close to apogee and the right one at perigee.  Same scale image. 
 

 

Left:  January 25, 2018.  The southeastern 

part of Mare Imbrium with the Lunar Appen-

nines which form the boundary.  The crater 

Copernicus is exactly on the terminator.  The 

craters Pytheus and Lambert are to the north 

on the terminator, and the crater Eratosthenes 

lies at the western end of the Appennine 

chain.  Above it is the crater Timocharis, its 

floor deep in shadow, and to the right is the 

ringwall crater Archimedes with a lava flood-

ed floor.  To the right of Archimedes are the 

craters Aristillus (above) and Autolycus (be-

low). 

. 
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Above:  January 25, 2018. A nice view of the northern polar region including the Peary and Byrd craters. 
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